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ABSTRACT
It is well known that the barotropic, wind-driven, single-gyre ocean model reaches an inertially-
dominated equilibriumwith unrealistic circulation strength when the explicit viscosity is reduced to
realistically low values. It is shown here that the overall circulation strength can be controlled
nonlocally by retaining thin regions of enhanced viscosity parameterizing the effects of increased
mixing and topographic interaction near the boundaries. The control is possible even when the
inertial boundary layer width is larger than the enhanced viscosity region, as eddy  uxes of vorticity
from the interior transportvorticity across the mean streamlinesof the inertial boundary current to the
frictional region. In relatively inviscid calculations the eddies are the major means of  ux across
interiormean streamlines.
1. Introduction
It remains unclearwhat controls the strength of the wind-driven ocean circulation.Many
past models of the ocean circulation have relied on an interior solution obeying the
Sverdrup (1947) solution. This solution is attached to a western boundary current which is
required to close the  ow of mass and remove the input of vorticity and energy from the
wind. The Sverdrup interior sets the mass  ux, and the western boundary current plays a
passive role.
While the assumption of a linear, noninertial Sverdrup (1947) interior gives a circulation
of roughly the correct strength, the important issue of why a linear vorticity balance is
present in the interior remains. Ultimately, there must be a balance between forcing and
dissipation. The wind is a constant source of energy and vorticity to the ocean, so without
removal of vorticity and energy there is no mechanism for equilibration. However, since
the removal is presumed a priori in models with a Sverdrup interior, these models form
only a partial understandingof what controls the circulation strength.
Veronis (1966) demonstrates that as vorticity advection becomes strong relative to the
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frictional removal of vorticity, the inertial terms become dominant in regions outside the
boundary current. More recent work has demonstrated that these inertially-dominated or
inertial runaway solutions are ubiquitous in the wind-driven single-gyre ocean model with
constant viscosity; time-dependent and steady-state calculations with differing boundary
conditions all demonstrate this behavior (e.g., Ierley and Sheremet, 1995; Kamenkovich et
al., 1995; Sheremet et al., 1995, 1997). These inertially-dominatedequilibria occur also in
calculations with baroclinic instability (Holland and Lin, 1975) and calculations with
multiple gyres (Fox-Kemper, 2004b) at slightly higher Reynolds number than in the
single-gyre barotropic model. These inertially-dominated solutions occur at modest inertia
to friction ratios, leading one to wonder what occurs in the ocean where the friction is
probably much weaker than inertia, yet the ocean is strongly western-intensied with
inertial western boundary currents and a relatively noninertial interior  ow.
The ratio of inertial terms to friction terms can be considered as a comparison of the
inertial boundary layer width (Charney, 1955) to the frictional boundary layer width
(Munk, 1950; Stommel, 1948). When the inertial boundary current is signi cantly wider
than the frictional, Il’in and Kamenkovich (1964) and Ierley and Ruehr (1986) demonstrate
that a steady western boundary layer structure is no longer possible in regions of out ow
from the boundary layer. If viscosity is decreased until the frictional boundary layer
becomes thinner than the inertial boundary layer width, the closed innermost streamlines of
the time-mean  ow do not enter the frictional boundary layer and cannot release the
vorticity input within them (as pointed out by Niiler, 1966). Thus, the vorticity within the
innermost streamlines—and the circulation around them—will increase dramatically. As
the circulation increases, so does the width of the inertial boundary layer. Only when the
basin is  lled with an inertial recirculation gyre will the frictional terms become large
enough to remove the vorticity and energy input.
If bottom pressure torques collude in the removal of vorticity, a similar effect should occur
where the inertial boundary current is wider than the region of sloping topography. In a
strati ed ocean, this effect is even more likely, for the strongest circulation is in the surface
layers, and they may only interact with bottom topographynear the basin margins or indirectly
as in Holland and Rhines (1980). The vorticity budget resulting from the Holland and Rhines
(1980)  uxes seems likely to be obtuse, as Haynes andMcIntyre (1987) prove that no potential
vorticity can be exchanged between isopycnal layers away from the boundaries. Again, the
interior streamlines would be isolated from the region of vorticity removal and would increase
in strength, which in turn would widen the inertial boundary current and exacerbate the
problem. This inertial current formed would then strongly advect vorticity meridionally and
violate the primary assumption of the vorticity removal by bottom torque scheme of Hughes
and de Cuevas (2001): that the vorticity is removed in a latitude band near where it is input.
The viscosity in numerical models is not intended to represent the action of molecular
viscosity; it is many orders of magnitude too large. Obviously the friction used is a parameter-
ization of unresolved processes. In particular, in the traditional  at-bottommodels, the friction
serves two roles. First, it represents the effects of eddies, as it diffuses vorticity in the interior
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and acts to remove the enstrophy at the smallest scales. Second, it is the only mechanism in
these models for the ultimate removal of vorticity from the basin. Thus, it also represents all of
the processes which remove vorticity from the basin at the boundary, including both directly
frictional and “inviscid” processes; e.g., bottom topographyeffects.
The use of a constant viscosity tacitly assumes that all the effects of unresolved phenomena
can be treated equally: a strong and unrealistic constraint on the parameterized processes. This
assumption is severe in a constant depthmodelwhere topographicinteractionscan play no role.
One should be wary of using constant viscosity even when attempting parameterization
of only mesoscale processes: ocean observations of these processes produce extremely
diverse results. Observations of relative dispersion of subsurface  oats by LaCasce and
Bower (2000) indicate approximately an order of magnitude variation in turbulent
diffusivity depending on location. This variation in diffusivity is primarily linked to the
geographic variation in the strength of mesoscale eddy stirring. On the other hand, the
variable viscosity used in this model is intended primarily to parameterize unrepresented
physics. Nonetheless, these observations lend credibility to the form of the parameteriza-
tion and the range of viscosity variation used in the model.
There are additional physical interactions near the boundaries which cannot be included
without including additional physics. To verify whether the model friction can be replaced
by the action of eddies in the basin interior but not at the boundaries, the approach used
here is to try to treat these boundary phenomena simply and see the result on the overall
circulation. It will be shown here that as the viscosity is lowered in the basin interior, so
long as a suf ciently strong mechanism for vorticity removal exists near the boundary the
mean  ow remains western-intensi ed and is controlled by an eddy  ux to the region of the
enhanced vorticity removal.
This paper is organized in sections. In Section 2, the speci cs of the model used are
presented. Section 3 presents diagnostic and analytic constructs that are used in understanding
the behavior of the model. In Section 4 the results of the numerical calculations are presented.
2. Boundary-enhanced viscosity in the homogeneous model
The model used here is the rigid lid, homogeneous density, single-gyre ocean model on a
b-planewith spatially-varyingviscosity.Because of its relative simplicity,ease of implementa-
tion, and the physical plausibility of a proportionality between the  ux and the large-scale
vorticity gradient, the lateral friction used is a horizontal diffusion of relative vorticity (¹ z
dM
3¹z) with a spatially-varyinghorizontaleddy viscosity.The viscosity is scalar and varies only
in the zonal direction (i.e., perpendicular to the western boundary) in these calculations.
This form of viscosity was chosen for a number of reasons. First, together with the
b-plane approximation, it guarantees that the friction used is the same as if a diffusion of
absolute vorticity were used (as ¹ z dM
3 ¹(z 1 by) is the same as ¹ z dM
3 ¹z when dM
3 is a
function of x only and b is constant). In this respect, it is a representation of subgrid scale
processes which diffusively  ux vorticity. Other possible choices of lateral friction
operator are available such as a diffusive  ux of momentum or the more dubious choice of
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dM
3 ¹2z. However, momentum is not  uxed component by component by eddy processes so
the momentum  ux parameterization is not used, and the latter form is not used because its
 ux is not proportional to a gradient of the large-scale  ow properties. In this section, a
bottom friction also appears in the equations to demonstrate its role, although numerical
results with bottom friction are presented elsewhere (Fox-Kemper, 2003, Section 3.7).
The model solves the following dimensionless barotropic vorticity equation (1) and then
inverts the Poisson equation (2) to  nd the streamfunction at each time step:
]z
]t
1 d I
2S ]c]x ]z]y 2 ]c]y ]z]xD 1 ]c]x 5 2sin ~py!1 ¹ · dM3 ¹z2 dSz, (1)
z 5 ¹2c. (2)
The dimensionless variables are related to dimensional ones in the followingway (asterisks
denote dimensional variables):
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AH is the Austausch coef cient in the horizontal direction and r is the bottom friction decay
rate. L is the horizontal basin dimension.D is the basin depth (or layer depth). The variable
z represents relative vorticity, while c is the streamfunction of the velocity [u 5
2(]c/] y), v 5 (]c/] x)]. The streamfunction c is scaled so that the Sverdrup solution
would have a maximum of c 5 1 were it to  ll the dimensions of the basin. The b-plane
approximation is used, so the value of the Coriolis parameter at the center of the domain is
f0 and its meridional derivative is b.
The single-gyrewind forcing (wE5 2sin (py): a negative input of vorticity throughout
the basin) is intended to roughly model a northern hemisphere subtropical gyre. In the
double-gyre model, as used by Marshall (1984), for example, there is no net input of
vorticity, so purely internal mechanisms might remove the vorticity. The importance of
adding a second gyre is discussed in Fox-Kemper (2004b). In the real ocean, there is net
vorticity input, and the removal of this vorticity is the oceanic phenomenon to be studied
here so the single-gyre model is preferable initially.
The boundaries are located at x 5 0 and x 5 1 in the zonal direction and at y 5 0 and
y 5 1 in the meridional direction. The boundaries are impermeable, which is implemented
by setting c 5 0 for solutions of (2), an appropriate method for a constant depth model.
The lateral friction in (1) also requires higher-order boundary conditions. The eastern
and western boundaries have the no-slip boundary condition [(]c/] x) 5 0] for “solid”
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boundaries,while the other boundaries have slip (z 5 0) for “ uid” boundaries.The no-slip
boundary condition effectively generates instabilities at the western boundary, and the slip
boundary condition at the north allows ready comparison with double-gyre calculations.
Of course, the boundary conditions critically affect the solutions and especially the
dynamics of the frictional sublayer. Calculations with slip boundary conditions at all
boundaries were also performed (Fox-Kemper, 2003, Section 3.8). The mechanism
proposed here requires a rich eddy  eld, which is present in no-slip models due to shear
instability and in multi-layer models with any boundary condition due to baroclinic
instability. The presence of a strong eddy  eld in ocean observations is indisputable. The
weaker shear near the boundary in barotropic slip calculationsproduces few eddies near the
boundary; thus the barotropic slip model is exceptional and produces misleading results. Even
so, the circulation control detailed here is present even with the weaker eddy  eld found in
slip calculations, but the no-slip calculations are more illustrative. Super-slip boundary
conditions are inappropriate for any model which requires vorticity removal by lateral
friction for equilibration, as they allow for no vorticity  ux through the boundaries at all.
The parameters, dI, dM, and dS, would be the Charney (1955), Munk (1950), and
Stommel (1948) boundary layer scales, respectively, if dMwere constant in a basin of unit
width. The viscosity parameter, dM
3 , is proportional to the dimensional viscosity and plays
a similar role in the nondimensional equations but has different units.
For the calculations presented here, the value of dI is  xed at 0.02. The value of dM
varies across the different calculations and throughout the basin. The Reynolds number of
the boundary layer for a given viscosity is a useful measure for comparing different runs; it
is de ned here as dI
3/dM
3 (other authors may use the Reynolds number of the basin-wide
 ow, which is dI
2/dM
3 ).
The viscosity parameter varies smoothly between an interior and a boundary value (near
the “solid” boundaries):
dM
3 5
dI
3
Rei
1 S dI3Reb2 dI
3
Rei
D ~e2x/dd1 e2~12x!/dd!, (3)
dd ;
d I
ÎRei
. (4)
The parameters Reb and Rei are  xed. Thus, the viscosity parameter decays exponentially
from the boundary value to the interior value with a decay scale equal to the frictional
sublayer scale, dd. This functional form was chosen for simplicity and smoothness, rather
than from any particular parameterization of a physical process.
The frictional sublayer scale is found by hypothesizing a balance between the mean
advection and the frictional terms (e.g., Pedlosky, 1996). One advantage of choosing the
frictional sublayer scale as the decay scale for the viscosity parameter is that the width of the
frictional sublayer will be relatively unchanged by a change in Reb. The second advantage is
that when Rei is greater than one, the inertial boundary layer scale will be larger than the
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frictional sublayer. Therefore, as Rei becomes greater than one, fewer of the mean streamlines
will pass through the enhanced viscosity, and relatively inviscid dynamics must occur along
these streamlines. This decay scale also emphasizes that decreasing Reb only raises the
viscosity within a region which was already strongly in uenced by friction.
A Chebyshev pseudo-spectral model was created to solve (1) and (2) with the viscosity
parameter given by (3) (Fox-Kemper, 2003, Appendices A and C). A Chebyshev polynomial
modelwas chosen becauseGottlieb andOrszag (1981) report thesemodels to be resistant to the
arti cial instabilities common to models using variable diffusivities. This is con rmed by
repeated calculations varying spatial and temporal resolution that result in very similar
time-mean  elds (Fox-Kemper, 2003,AppendixC). Also, Figure 1 demonstrates that the onset
of instabilityin thismodel is rather insensitive to resolutionwith RebandRei separated bymore
than an order of magnitude. Rather than producing additional instabilities by numerical issues
of viscosity gradients, decreasing Reb with  xed Rei stabilizes the  ow, as one would expect
when making a  ow more viscous. The spurious instability is easily controlled with suf cient
resolution (2573 257modes are used for all subsequent calculations).
The range of dI and dM used is governed by both numerical constraints and an attempt to
reach the correct parameter range. The value of dI is 0.02 in all of the calculations presented
here. The maximum interior Reynolds number obtainable with reasonable accuracy of
evaluationof the frictional terms at the resolution used (2573 257 polynomials)was 9 for this
value of dI. The accuracy at this resolutionwas con rmed by spectral decay of the Chebyshev
Figure 1. Estimate of the onset of instability for calculations with d I 5 0.02 from interpolation of
energy growth rate after spin-up in calculations (indicatedwith dots) at different resolutions:333
33 (solid), 653 65 (dotted), and 1293 129 polynomials (dash-dotted).Spurious instabilitiesgrow
rapidly in the shaded region, but only at 333 33 resolution.
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coef cients of relative vorticity for all parameter settings, and by comparison with higher and
lower resolution calculations for some parameter settings. Although the runs at different
resolutions differed in the details of the eddy  eld, the time-mean circulation and magnitude of
the kinetic energies agreed.
The value of dI is physically relevant and lies in the range used in similar calculations.
Ierley and Sheremet (1995) use values surrounding 0.02, Kamenkovich et al. (1995) use
0.01, and Bryan (1963) advocates a range of values from 0.03 to 0.005 depending on the
depth of the moving layer and basin dimension. The value of 0.02 used here corresponds to
a 80 km inertial boundary current scale in a 4,000 km basin with a velocity scale of
0.1 ms21 (with b 5 2 z 10211m21 s21). The time units (bL)21 correspond to about
3.5 hours, and a typical integration duration of 10,000 units is approximately four years.
Although proper interpretation of eddy viscosity is model dependent, and it is therefore
inherently dif cult to measure, the value of dM used here is probably too large. The
maximum value of the Reynolds number here is 9, while estimates of a more appropriate
eddy viscosity place the appropriate Reynolds number in the range of 10–1000 (Pedlosky,
1987). Results in Section 4a indicate that the circulation can be controlled easily with a
modest change in Reb for all Rei used, and the results in Section 4 of the companion paper
indicate that this seems likely to continue to much larger Rei. Even for the parameters used,
the value of dM is small enough to ensure that the frictional sublayer is clearly smaller than
the inertial boundary layer, which is the desired physical criterion.
3. Analysis
This section presents some analytic results and diagnostic tools derived from consider-
ation of vorticity budgets.
The barotropic vorticity equation can be written in  ux form, where every term is a
conservative  ux of vorticity. This is also true for the Reynolds-averaged barotropic
vorticity equation.
]z
]t
1 ¹ · ~xˆc1 dI
2uz2 dM
3 ¹z1 dS¹c!52sin ~py!, (5)
]z
]t
1 ¹ · ~xˆc1 dI
2uz1 dI
2u * z92 dM
3 ¹z1 dS¹c! 52sin ~py!. (6)
The overbar denotes a time-mean over a long time-scale compared to the eddy time scales,
and primes denote  uctuations from the mean. Throughout this paper, the time-mean will
be taken over the second half of the model calculation, and the de nition of the eddy  eld
will be the deviation from such a time mean. It is useful to keep in mind a third time scale,
one which is long compared to the eddies, but short enough to vary during, for example, the
spin-up time of the model. On these time scales, the dominant effects are the pooling and
draining of vorticity in different regions of the basin.
Every term in (6) is a  ux of vorticity except the wind vorticity source and the rate of
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change term, although these terms can also be written as  uxes if helpful. Because all of the
terms are  uxes, the vorticity input by the wind cannot be locally removed. Haynes and
McIntyre (1987) and Marshall and Nurser (1992) point out that a  ux form also results for
the  uid between isopycnal layers. In this sense the barotropic model used here is an initial
step toward understanding the vorticity removal in a three-dimensionalmodel.
The Reynolds-averaged vorticity  uxes that will be discussed are the b- ux (cxˆ), the
mean  ux (dI
2uz), the eddy  ux (dI
2u * z9), the bottom friction  ux (dS¹c), and the lateral
friction  ux (2dM
3 ¹z).
Unlike vorticity, energy can be locally dissipated. However, the work done differs
depending on the alignment of the  ow with the wind stress, so the vorticity budget is a
simpler tool for analysis of this model. Further discussion of the energetics of the model is
presented in Fox-Kemper (2003, Section 3.6) and discussion of energetics in a similar
model can be found in Scott and Straub (1998).
The integral of the Reynolds-averaged vorticity equation within a mean streamline is
useful in understanding the role of eddy and frictional  uxes in this model. If the mean is
taken over the entire time interval, then (]z/]t) vanishes. Using the divergence theorem
and noting that the mean  uxes cancel out when integrating along a mean streamline, the
following results for the area enclosed by the mean streamline cC, denoted by A(cC) are:
R
c c
~d I
2u * z91 dS¹c2 dM
3 ¹z! · nˆds 52EE
A~c c!
sin ~py!dxdy. (7)
Thus, the vorticity  ux across mean streamlines can only be carried by the friction or by the
eddies and must balance the wind input within that streamline.
The vorticity contained within a mean streamline is an important quantity, of course,
because the integrated vorticity is directly related to the circulation. In fact, the mean
circulation around a mean streamline is the integrated mean vorticity within that stream-
line. Thus, any imbalance in the vorticity  uxes across a particular streamline will lead to a
change in the circulation around that streamline.
If the streamline chosen is the one located at the boundary (cC 5 0), the basin-wide
budget is produced.
R
c c50
~dS¹c 2 dM
3 ¹z! · nˆds52
2
p
. (8)
It is obvious from (8) that it is exceedingly dif cult to reduce the viscosity at the boundary
without affecting the mean  ow in the single-gyre model.
Eq. (8) demonstrates the dynamical reason for emphasis on unresolved boundary
processes in these experiments. Regardless of the model used, because the vorticity
equation can be written in  ux form, there must always be a process at the edges of the
domain capable of removing the vorticity. The model chosen here is enhanced viscosity at
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the boundary, as (8) is evaluated using the value of the viscosity at the boundary only.
Thus, in the region where the eddies are unable to participate, the viscosity is increased so
that the mean  eld gradients need not be as large. By using a large viscosity at the
boundary, (8) can be satis ed and by simultaneouslyusing a small interior viscosity (7) can
be dominated by resolved eddies rather than by the friction.
If the boundary condition is no-slip, then dS¹c 5 0, and neither bottom friction nor
eddies can contribute to the basin-wide vorticity budget. For this reason, the bottom
friction is not used for most of the calculations presented here (dS5 0). Calculationswith
bottom friction are presented in Fox-Kemper (2003, Section 3.7) and reveal that neglecting
bottom friction does not affect the primary implications of this work.
Much of the information contained in the  ux  eld is not relevant to understanding the
effects of the eddies on the mean  ow. Only the divergences of the  uxes appear in (5), and
this is also true of the Reynolds-averaged equation (6). Therefore, in determining the
effects of the eddies on the mean  ow, it is more important to determine the  ux
divergences than the  uxes themselves. The Reynolds  uxes tend to be dominated by the
largely spiraling nondivergent motion, and so direct examination is not particularly
revealing. Furthermore, the Helmholtz decomposition into rotational and divergent  uxes
cannot be used reliably as it is not unique in a bounded domain (Fox-Kemper et al., 2003).
However, direct examination of eddy buoyancy  uxes in a baroclinic model may be quite
revealing (e.g., Berloff, 2003).
Nonetheless, sometimes it is more intuitive to consider  uxes, or at least to connect the
divergences via hypothetical  uxes. Figure 2 schematizes integration of the  ux diver-
gence  eld within time-mean streamlines of the  ow, as in (7).
In most of the single-gyre calculations, there is a regionwhere the time-mean streamfunc-
Figure 2. Schematic of regions of integration useful in converting from  ux divergences to  ux out
of a particular region. Arrows denote  uxes, and regions of negative streamfunction are shaded.
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tion is dominantly positive, and possibly a region where the streamfunction is negative.
Within the positive region, the streamlines will largely be nested one within another, and
likewise for the negative streamlines. Therefore the streamfunction is nearly monotonic,
and the two-dimensional space can be reduced to a one-dimensional space with the mean
streamfunction as the independent variable. Integration over the area enclosed within a
streamline of positive streamfunction is equivalent to integration over the region where the
streamfunction exceeds that value. Likewise, integration over the area enclosed within a
negative streamfunction streamline amounts to integration over the area where the
streamfunction is less than that value. In this way, the  uxes can be determined in the
outward normal direction. For example, the average outward normal eddy  ux can be
determined by
R
c c
~d I
2u * z9! · nˆds5 5 EEc#c c ¹ · ~dI
2uz!dxdy for cc , 0
EE
c$c c
¹ · ~dI
2uz!dxdy for cc . 0
. (9)
When the streamfunction is not simple, some complicationsarise; interpreting the c 5 0
streamline can be challenging. Because of the impermeability boundary condition, this
streamline surrounds the entire basin, but it also divides the regions of positive and
negative streamfunction.Thus, three sensible calculationsof the total  ux across the c 5 0
streamline exist. First, one could integrate over the whole basin. This would give the  ux
out of the basin, and it is useful as in (8). Second, one could integrate the divergence over
all regions whose streamfunction is greater than zero. In this case, it would be the total  ux
out of all of the unshaded regions in Figure 2. Third, one could integrate the divergence
over all regions whose streamfunction is less than zero.
A lesser problem in interpretation exists when the streamfunction has more than one
local maximum or minimum in the interior. Figure 2 shows that these isolated closed
streamlines may exist in the mean streamfunction  eld; they are shown in that  gure as
small shaded regions. Including these isolated closed streamlines with the larger-area-
enclosing streamlines in the integration is the conventionhere, but their small vorticity  ux
means inclusion or exclusion makes little quantitative impact.
Despite the fact that there are no net  uxes by the mean  ow across mean streamlines,
the mean  ow still contributes to the  uxes across mean streamlines by rearranging their
location. This prevents direct comparison of the  uxes for different calculations with
different mean  ows. To allow comparison, the vorticity  uxes are used to construct a
measure similar to the Nusselt number used in thermal convection.The Nusselt number is a
ratio of the total heat  uxes to the nonconvective  uxes used to assess the increase in
ef ciency of heat transport due to the presence of convection. Here, the analogue is the
ratio of the total vorticity transport across a mean streamline to the frictional  ux across
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that mean streamline. The eddies in this model are primarily caused by shear instabilities,
so like the frictional  ux they are also dependent on the vorticity gradient (although their
dependencemay be nonlocal). Thus, just as with the Nusselt number, if this  ux ratio (Nuz)
is large, the eddies are transporting a large  ux compared to the frictional  ux and the eddy
 ux is considered to be ef cient. The ratio is de ned by
Nuz~cc!;
rc c ~dI2u * z91 dS¹c2 dM3 ¹z! · nˆds
rc c~dS¹c2 dM
3 ¹z! · nˆds
. (10)
The Nusselt number is usually de ned with a denominator that is the frictional or
diffusive  ux which would occur in the absence of motion. Here, the denominator of Nuz
dependson the time-mean vorticity gradient which changes throughout the basin and as the
parameters change. The  ux across the innermost nested streamline is small (it encloses
little wind input) while the  ux across the streamline closest to the boundary is large (it
encloses almost all the wind input). For this reason, Nuz is a function of the mean
streamfunction and not as satisfying as the Nusselt number (and should therefore not be
directly compared to convective Nusselt numbers), but it seems the best choice available.
4. Computational results
The major computational results found with this model are presented here as subsec-
tions. The  rst subsection shows that increasing the viscosity only within the frictional
sublayer controls the overall circulation nonlocally. The second subsection shows that
outside the frictional sublayer, the eddy  ux of vorticity is responsible for the  ux across
mean streamlines.
a. Control of circulation strength
Figure 3 shows the time-mean streamfunction resulting from different values of Reb and
Rei. The time means are taken over the second half of the total integration time. For a given
Rei, the circulation strength can be reduced by decreasing Reb. This effect depends
critically on the time dependence of the solution, because much of the mean  ow never
passes through the region of enhanced viscosity. Therefore, the presence of eddies allows
control of the circulation in the interior nonlocally by the frictional sublayer at the
boundary.
The ratio of the kinetic energy of the mean  ow and the total kinetic energy (which
includes both eddy and mean  ow energy) changes as Rei increases. Figure 4a shows that
the kinetic energy contained in the mean  ow is reduced by decreasing Reb. Figure 4b
shows that the total kinetic energy continues to increase with increasing Rei despite
changes to Reb. The ratio is relatively insensitive to the value of Reb, so the energy in the
eddies is strongly affected by Rei but not by Reb. The energy increase in the eddies with Rei
occurs regardless of whether or not the mean  ow is controlled by Reb. Thus, it seems that
as long as there is a mechanism for ultimate removal of the vorticity, an arbitrary amount of
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energy can be placed in the eddy  eld by setting the value of Rei while control of the mean
 ow is achieved by setting the value of Reb.
The inertially-dominated calculations in Figure 4a have been indicated. Once the
recirculation gyre reaches the eastern boundary, the parametric change in mean  ow
kinetic energy with Rei changes. In fact, some of the calculations show a decrease with
Figure 3. Collage of contours of the time-mean streamfunction for different values of Rei and Reb .
The contour interval is 0.2 in units where 1 is the maximum of the Sverdrup solution. Regions of
negative streamfunctionare shaded.
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Figure 4. (a) shows the kinetic energy of the time-mean  ow from calculations with different Reb
and Rei. The thin solid lines connect results with a particular Reb , and the thick line connects the
results where Reb 5 Rei. The dotted lines are examples of the empirical  t (11). (b) plots the ratio
of the mean total kinetic energy to the kinetic energy of the time-mean  ow for calculationswith
different Rei and Reb . The dashed lines show the range of variability during the interval of
averaging.A line proportional to=Rei is included at lower right.
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increasing Rei (while the total kinetic energy continues to increase). This change in
parametric response can be traced to the action of eddies around the edge of the
recirculation gyre ef ciently removing vorticity from the eastern boundary frictional
sublayer. Thus, one can de ne inertial domination by either the size of the recirculation
gyre or the parametric dependence. This effect, while interesting in its own right, cannot be
important in any western-intensi ed ocean.
While the mean  ow scales more or less exponentiallywith Rei for a given value of Reb
until inertial domination sets in, the total energy to mean energy increase scales approxi-
mately with =Rei. Thus, for western intensi ed calculations, empirical formulae for the
energies are:
E E c22 dxdy< exp S @Rei2, Rei, 1# F 0.08 20.02 0.0120.66 0.90 20.0220.23 0.58 1.41 G F Reb
2
Reb
1
G D , (11)
E E c22 dxdy< 1.36ÎRei EE c
2
2
dxdy. (12)
The empirical  t is shown in Figure 4a with dotted lines. Extrapolation to higher Rei using
these empirical formulae is not likely to be accurate. However, the trend implied by (11) as
Reb goes to zero is that the mean  ow kinetic energy will change very slowly with Rei. The
slow rate of change is indicated by the small magnitude of the  rst two elements in the third
column of the coef cient matrix in (11). As Rei increases, the total kinetic energy (and
hence the eddy energy) will continue to grow roughly as=Rei. Thus, circulation control to
higher Rei is consistent with the behavior observed here.
Moreover, we have chosen to reduce the size of the region for enhanced viscosity with
Rei [dd [ (dI/=Rei)]. This choice was made to emphasize that the viscosity was being
decreased only in a region that was already strongly frictional. This continued decrease in
size seems unlikely to appear in any realistic parameterization of the effects of bottom
topography, for example. Our choice is a stringent test for the limiting behavior of all such
parameterizations in the limit of high Rei.
Figure 5 shows typical snapshots and averages of the absolute vorticity and streamfunc-
tion for an inertially-dominated and a western-intensi ed calculation with Rei 5 5. The
only difference in parameters between the two calculations is a region of enhanced
viscosity less than half as wide as the inertial boundary layer width. The eddy kinetic
energy is strongest in the west for the western-intensi ed equilibrium. In both cases, the
eddies interact with the recirculation gyre.
Thus, the time-mean circulation can be controlled by a thin region of enhanced viscosity
near the boundary. This region may be thinner than the inertial boundary layer width.
Despite control of the mean  ow, the total energy and in particular, the eddy energy,
continues to increase as Rei increases.
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b. Mechanism of vorticity transport
The transport of vorticity is critical to the control of the circulation strength because if
vorticity pools or drains from within a particular streamline by an imbalance in supply and
transport, the circulation around that streamline will change. Therefore, the transport of
vorticity in each calculation has been diagnosed.
Ultimately, the friction must remove the vorticity from the basin but en route there are
many possible pathways for transport of vorticity. The wind input generates primarily a
time-mean planetary vorticity advection  ux toward the western boundary: a nearly
Sverdrup (1947) interior solution.The mean  ow enters a boundary current as the vorticity
 ux is transformed to a mean advective  ux (per Charney, 1955). Some of this boundary
current enters the frictional region where its excess vorticity is removed. Much of the
Figure 5. Snapshots and the time-mean of absolute vorticity and streamfunction are given for the
Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 5 and Reb 5 5, Rei 5 5 calculations.The means are in (a), (f), (k), and (p). The
upper two rows show the Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 5 calculation.The lower two rows show the Reb 5 5,
Rei 5 5 calculation.Contours are 0.1 for vorticity and 0.5 for streamfunction.Regions of negative
value are shaded.
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boundary current avoids this region, however. This causes the steady-state boundary
current solution to no longer exist or become unstable at a certain point along the boundary,
and the boundary current forms eddies. The eddies transport the vorticity across the mean
streamlines to a frictional sublayer where it is removed from the basin by a frictional  ux.
i. Flux convergences. Figure 6a shows the action of the frictional and eddy  uxes of
vorticity on the mean  ow for a western-intensi ed equilibrium. The contours of the mean
 ow and the eddy  ux convergence are shown (the convergence is the negative of the  ux
divergence). The eddies interact with the mean  ow in two primary regions, within the
western boundary current and within the recirculation gyre.
Figure 6c is a close-up of Figure 6a, and it shows that within the western boundary
current the effect of the eddies is to transport the wind vorticity input in the interior of the
Figure 6. (a) The time-mean streamfunction contours (interval5 0.2) are superimposedon the eddy
 ux convergence (shaded) for the Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 5 calculation. Lighter shading denotes
convergences of u * z9; darker shading denotes divergences. (b) is similar to (a) but for Reb 5 5,
Rei 5 5. (c) and (d) are close-ups near the western boundaryof (a) and (b), respectively. In (c–d),
the friction  ux divergence is also superimposed with thin lines (interval5 10, no zero contour,
dashed/solid for divergence/convergence).
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basin toward the western boundary. Once there, the frictional dissipation disposes of it.
(Equivalently, one can consider the eddies to  ux positive vorticity from the western
boundary to the basin interior where it cancels the negative vorticity input from the wind.)
The white region of eddy  ux convergence near x 5 0.05 removes negative vorticity from
the mean  ow, and the black region of eddy  ux divergence near x 5 0.02 deposits it
closer to the boundary. The frictional contours above the eddy  ux divergence in Figure 6c
indicate that the friction receives the negative vorticity from the eddies and removes it from
the basin. Thus, in the western boundary current the eddies widen the in uence of the
friction to the interior streamlines, in a manner reminiscent of eddies in traditional
nonrotating turbulent boundary layers (e.g., Tennekes and Lumley, 1972).
Snapshots of the western-intensi ed solution shown in Figure 6a and 6c are shown in
Figure 5b–e and Figure 5g–j. These snapshots reveal both basin-scale eddy activity and
smaller eddies in the western boundary current and recirculation gyre. As most of the eddy
 ux divergence in Figure 6a and 6c occurs in the western boundary current region, it is
clear that the smaller eddies in that location transport more vorticity. However, the
nonlinear effects of the larger modes are also important (see Section 6 of the companion
paper (Fox-Kemper, 2004a) in this issue).
Curiously, the effect of eddies is to steepen the vorticity gradients in western-intensi ed
calculations. The eddies  ux vorticity up the gradient in the western boundary current, and
are in that sense anti-frictional. This peculiar effect goes against the usual arguments for a
frictional operator as an eddy parameterization. However, the sum of the frictional  uxes
and the eddy  uxes is not up the gradient, or at least not to the same degree.
Within the recirculation gyre, the eddies are active while the frictional terms are less so.
In this region the eddies transport the majority of the vorticity input across the mean
streamlines. Eddies in the recirculation gyre also homogenize the absolute vorticity (per
Rhines and Young, 1984). Figure 5a and 5k show smooth regions of time-mean absolute
vorticity within the recirculation gyre.
In Figure 6b and 6d, the  ux convergences and mean  ow are shown for a calculation
which is inertially-dominated. The intense eddy  ux convergence extending from the
eastern boundary at approximately y 5 0.85 in Figure 6b is important in regulating the
strength of inertially-dominated equilibria. When the western frictional sublayer removes
little of the wind input during spin-up, the recirculation continues to build up negative
vorticity and enlarges until the recirculation reaches the eastern boundary.Once the eastern
boundary is reached, the eddies are able to tear vorticity from both the eastern and western
frictional sublayers and reaches equilibrium (Fig. 8). Because of the qualitative change in
behavior when the recirculation reaches the eastern boundary, these calculations have
different parametric dependence on Reynolds number than the western-intensi ed calcula-
tions (Fig. 4). The eastern boundary is needed because the northern boundary is not
effective in helping to remove negative vorticity from the basin in these calculations (Fig.
8, a result likely to change with different northern or eastern boundary conditions).
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ii. Removal crisis. There is a white region of eddy  ux convergence within the frictional
sublayer of the western boundary current ( x near 0, y between 0.5 and 0.7) in Figure 6d that
is not present in Figure 6c. This region of convergence is consistent with the notion that the
viscosity is insuf cient in Figure 6d to remove all of the vorticity brought into the frictional
sublayer by the mean  ow and eddies. It indicates that the eddy  ux of vorticity to the
frictional sublayer reverses direction, transporting negative vorticity elsewhere. In con-
trast, the black regions in the frictional sublayer (Fig. 6c–d) import negative vorticity from
eddy  uxes to be removed from the basin by friction. For this reason, we will call the
appearance of this  ux convergence the removal crisis.
In the removal crisis region in Figure 6d, negative vorticity is brought into the basin by
friction, adding to the wind input of negative vorticity (Fig. 8b). The amount of vorticity
brought into the basin must equal the wind input for an equilibrium to be reached, but if the
frictional  ux changes sign near this white region, the frictional  ux elsewhere must be
stronger for a basin-wide equilibrium to be reached. Thus, the relative vorticity gradients
near the boundary increase. The increase in these gradients makes the equilibrium less and
less like those at lower Reynolds number.
The removal of vorticity through thewestern boundarydependson both the viscosityand the
gradient of the time-mean vorticity (2dM
3¹z). Apparently,with constant viscosity the gradient
of the vorticity cannot be large enough to remove the vorticity from the basin at the western
boundaryalone, because if it becomes too large its other effects—an intensely inertial boundary
current and a large recirculationgyre—take over the entire basin  rst.
The removal crisis region is present in all of the calculations shown in Figure 3 where
the recirculation gyre reaches the eastern boundary. Once the recirculation gyre is large
enough to reach the eastern boundary, vorticity can be  uxed into the basin from the
eastern frictional sublayer as well as the western. This new source of vorticity causes a
decrease in the kinetic energy response with increasing Rei, as shown in Figure 4a.
The removal crisis may be the cause of the enlargement of the gyre, or the pattern of
eddy  ux convergence may be merely coincident with the new eddy interaction with the
eastern boundary. It is generally dif cult to distinguish the causality, as all of the events are
linked in the inertially-dominated equilibrium. Whether a change in the eddy  eld, the
recirculation gyre, or the boundary current initiates the process, all of these changes follow
from one another. The total effect is that the eddy delivery of vorticity to the frictional
sublayer and the frictional removal of vorticity through the western boundary layer is
disruptedwhen the vorticity gradient becomes too large. However this removal crisis at the
western boundary is caused, an equilibrium is reached by eventual enhancement of the rest
of the western frictional sublayer and the eastern frictional sublayer.
iii. Meridional averages. The relative location of the peak of the meridionally-averaged
eddy and mean  ux convergences is different for the western-intensi ed and the inertially-
dominated calculations, which is a sign of the removal crisis. Where the equilibrium is
inertially-dominated, the mean  ux divergence peaks closer to the boundary than the eddy
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 ux divergence. In contrast, western-intensi ed calculationshave the eddies delivering the
vorticity deeper into the frictional sublayer. In a parameter range where (1) the steady-state
calculation is inertially-dominated, but (2) the time-dependent calculation is western-
intensi ed, it is sensible that the eddies should be able to deliver vorticity closer to the
boundary than the mean  ow. Otherwise, the eddies would be no more effective in
reducing the circulation than the mean  ow.
The relative location of the peaks therefore tests whether the eddies are able, on
average, to deliver vorticity closer to the boundary than the mean  ow. This test
accurately predicts whether the  ow will be inertially-dominated or not for calcula-
tions with Rei larger than 1. In inertially-dominated calculations, the peak of meridion-
ally-averaged eddy  ux divergence is located farther from the boundary as a result of
averaging over the region of  ux convergence of the removal crisis. Figure 7 compares
Figure 7. (a–b) show the average from y 5 0 to y 5 1 of the eddy and mean vorticity  ux
convergences as a function of x within the frictional sublayer for two different calculations: (a)
Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 5 (western-intensi ed), and (b) Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 9 (inertially-dominated). In
the inertially-dominated equilibrium the mean advection delivers negative vorticity closer to the
boundary than the eddy advection, while in the western-intensi ed case the eddies transport
negative vorticity closer to the boundary.
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the location of the peaks in an inertially-dominated versus a western-intensi ed
calculation.
iv. Fluxes through the boundary.Figure 8 shows the frictional  ux through the boundary for
a western-intensi ed and an inertially-dominatedcalculation. The removal crisis is present in
the  ux through the western boundary of the inertially-dominatedcalculation.A dip in the  ux
of the western-intensi ed calculation also occurs, but it does not reverse the direction of the
 ux.Note how themaximum  ux through thewestern boundary is nearly 2.5 times larger in the
inertially-dominatedcase than in thewestern-intensi ed one. Because the value of the viscosity
at the boundary is 20 times smaller in the inertially-dominated case, this means that the
maximum vorticity gradient at the boundary in this calculation is approximately 50 times
greater than in the western intensi ed case! The  uxes through the eastern boundary are
negligible in the western-intensi ed case, while in the inertially-dominatedcase the maximum
 ux through the eastern boundary is only two times smaller than the maximum through the
western boundary. Thus, Figure 8 clearly shows the removal crisis, the larger gradient of
vorticity at the boundary in the inertially-dominatedcase, and the necessity of the recirculation
gyre reaching the eastern boundary in the inertially-dominatedcalculation.
The frictional  ux through the western boundary needed to remove the wind input at the
same latitude where it is injected (as in Stommel, 1948; Munk, 1950), and the primary
assumption of Hughes and de Cuevas (2001) is indicated with dotted lines in Figure 8.
Clearly, the dip in the frictional  ux and the reversal of the frictional  ux in the northwest
corner make the removal of vorticity occur at a different latitude in the western-intensi ed
Figure 8. Maps of the normal frictional  ux through each of the boundaries for (a) the western-
intensi ed Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 5 calculation and (b) the inertially-dominated Reb 5 5, Rei 5 5
calculation (on right). The four plots surrounding each contour plot indicate the frictional  ux
through the nearest boundary to each box (2dM
3 ¹z) as a function of distance along the boundary.
The  ux through the western boundary needed to remove the wind vorticity input at the same
latitude is overlaid with dashed lines. Arrows denote the direction of the frictional  ux of positive
vorticity.Note that the scales of the  ux plots are different.
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calculation. These effects are even more pronounced in the inertially-dominated calcula-
tion, where a signi cant portion of the frictional  ux is through the eastern boundary.
However, the “ef ciency” of eddies in vorticity transport to the boundary can change this
result dramatically (Fox-Kemper, 2004b).
v. Flux across mean streamlines. Figure 9a shows the total frictional and eddy  uxes
through a mean streamline for the same calculation as shown in Figure 6a which is
western-intensi ed (see Section 3 for conventions). For c i 0.2, the eddy  uxes carry
Figure 9. (a–b) show the vorticity  ux across mean streamlines. Shown are the eddy  ux out of the
streamline(rccu* z9 z nˆds), the friction  ux out of the streamline(2rccdM
3 ¹z z nˆds), and thewind forcing
within that streamline (2**A (cc) sin (py)dxdy). A balanced budget results when the eddy  ux plus the
friction  ux equals the forcing. (a) shows the result for the Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 5 calculation.(b) shows
the result for the Reb 5 5, Rei 5 5 calculation.The sum of the frictional  uxes at the boundary is the
frictional removal from the basin. The sum of the eddy  uxes at the boundary is zero.
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more of the vorticity  ux. So, in this western-intensi ed equilibrium, the wind input is
carried from the interior streamlines to the region near the boundary (where cu 0.2) by the
eddies. Near the boundary, the eddies deposit the vorticity in the frictional region where it
is removed from the basin.
Figure 9b shows the frictional and eddy  uxes through a mean streamline for the same
calculation as shown in Figure 6b which is inertially-dominated. In this calculation the
maximum of the streamfunction is much larger, as the circulation is inertially dominated.
However, even here the eddy  ux of vorticity is larger than the frictional  ux for c i 0.5.
There is a large eddy  ux even in the inertially-dominated calculation (some of which is
from the eastern boundary), and the wind input within the innermost streamlines is
removed almost entirely by eddy  uxes.
Although there are large eddy  uxes in the inertially-dominated case, the eddies in the
western-intensi ed calculation are more ef cient as de ned by the Nusselt-like  ux ratio,
Nuz, described in Section 3. It is plotted in Figure 10 for the same calculations shown in
Figure 9. Figure 10 shows that the calculationwith boundary-enhancedviscosity has more
of its total vorticity  ux across mean streamlines near the boundary carried by the eddies in
the basin interior. For both calculations,Nuz approaches one as c approaches zero as there
is no eddy  ux through the basin boundary. (Although the eddy  ux across the zero mean
streamline is not quite zero due to the  ux into the region of negative streamfunction.) The
eddies are able to control the circulation strength in the boundary-enhanced viscosity case
while they are not able to do so in the constant viscosity case.
In summary, eddy  uxes are the primary transport of vorticity across mean streamlines
in the basin interior. Only in the frictional sublayer is the frictional  ux dominant. If the
transfer of vorticity to the frictional  uxes is suf cient, the eddies are able to  ux vorticity
Figure 10. The  ux ratio, Nuz, for the Reb 5 Rei 5 5 calculation (solid) and the Reb 5 0.25, Rei 5 5
calculation (dashed).
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deeper into the sublayer than the mean  ow can. This  ux prevents inertial domination.
Therefore, the eddies do replace the frictional  ux across mean streamlines in the basin
interior as the viscosity is lowered.
5. Conclusion
In this paper, the well-known result that the eddies in a wind-driven, single-gyre model
are unable to accommodate a reduction in the viscosity everywhere in the basin is
con rmed. The eddies are unable to control the circulation in this case because the eddies
are capable of replacing the frictional  uxes across mean streamlines only in the basin
interior. They are unable to ultimately remove vorticity through the basin boundaries.
Because the friction is intended in part to parameterize the effects of eddies, this result has
causedmuch confusion in the past. It was thought that as the parametrizationwas removed, the
newly energized eddies would be able to take over for the parameterization.Because this does
not occur, the resulting domination of mean inertial terms throughout the basin is sometimes
called inertial runaway.However, the friction in the homogeneousmodel represents not only
the eddies, but also the unresolved interactionswith the boundary. In particular, it represents all
of the processes that might ultimately remove vorticity from the basin. By using a constant
viscosity, one tacitly assumes that these processes are equivalent to the unresolved eddy
processes. By using different viscosities to distinguish the parameterization of different
physics, the circulation is controlled even with low interior viscosity.
The boundary-enhanced viscosity is intended to be a very simple parameterization of
boundary processes, some of which might be described as viscous and some of which are
not, such as bottom pressure torques. Of course, a more realistic parameterization would
also be dynamically variable as well as spatially variable. Simplicity motivates the choice
of only lateral friction with spatially-variable viscosity. Obviously, some aspects of the
results found here will not apply when a more realistic treatment is possible. Even in this
simple model, simultaneously resolving the boundary layer and calculating the entire basin
circulation requires nontrivial computational power. However, the boundary-enhanced
viscosity acts primarily as a sink of vorticity and a generator of eddies which are properties
likely to be shared by a more realistic model, so it is hoped that many of the results
presented here will be robust.
The removal of vorticity through the western boundary relies on both the viscosity and
the gradient of the time-mean relative vorticity (the vorticity  ux is dM
3 ¹z). Thus, as the
viscosity near the boundary decreases, the relative vorticity gradient increases. With small
enough viscosity, the eddy vorticity transport to the frictional sublayer is interrupted by the
removal crisis. When this occurs, the eddies do not deliver the vorticity any closer to the
boundary than the mean  ow does, and so the interior streamlines of the mean  ow have no
outlet for the vorticity input by the wind. Only when the recirculation gyre reaches the
eastern boundary and a new source of vorticity is found is an equilibriummade possible.
As in the real ocean, although eddies in the interior may transport vorticity, they cannot
create or destroy it. Therefore, there will always be a role for boundary processes in the
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vorticity budget in the ocean. However, it is not necessary to have a direct connection
between the time-mean circulation and these boundary processes. Eddies are able to
transport the vorticity from the mean  ow to these boundary processes.
Finding a realistic physical mechanism by which the vorticity can be removed has been
quite a challenge. The original models of Stommel (1948) and Munk (1950), and even
many current numerical models, rely on overly large values of bottom drag and viscosity.
Other detailed mechanisms are possible, such as bottom pressure torques as proposed by
Hughes and de Cuevas (2001). Instead of focusing on the mechanism of the ultimate
removal, this paper emphasizes the importance of the transport of vorticity to the region
where the mechanism for ultimate removal is most active.
There is ample reason to believe that inertial domination will occur in more inclusive
ocean models in the future. General circulation models cannot be operated with viscosities
small enough for this to be a problem now, but this will be possible soon. Then, it will be
time to turn not to the strengthening of eddy processes in the interior, but to the interaction
of eddies and the boundary, or possibly to the interaction of eddies with neighboring gyres,
a topic discussed in Fox-Kemper (2004b). The eddies produced in this model will have
analogues in more complex models, and it seems likely that the additional types of
instability that lead to eddies in more complex models (e.g., baroclinic instability) should
make it easier for the eddies to perform the transport of vorticity across mean streamlines.
Thus, while the eddy transport in general circulation models seems assured, ensuring that
the boundaries are suf ciently capable of removing vorticity will also be important. It is
now clear that the interaction of eddies with the boundary will play a role in correct
prediction of the transport and recirculations of the western boundary currents.
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